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Men Coloring Book for Adult Relaxation, Mind Therapy and Fun - Perfect Coloring Book Present
for Men, Dads, Fathers, Husbands, Uncles, Nephew, Sons, Friends and Special Guys Everywhere -
Experience Calm with the Adult Coloring Publication Bestseller for Men Everywhere. These
artistic designs of comforting coloring patterns will be fun for men to color. Relax and de-stress
with this inspiring and calming collection of beautifully drawn artwork. Help men to find or
rediscover their creative side and feel pampered. With the invert blank, men can simply cut out
their coloring and develop a perfect picture for displaying or framing purposes. Each one of the
specific drawing is full web page and is certainly intentionally printed on a single web page with
the reverse still left blank.
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Needless to say it's nice to get a good variety of coloring pencils on ... I sometimes look for
myself traveling back again to those childhood times when I had my coloring books and
crayons.. Of course it's nice to have a good variety of coloring pencils readily available when you
get these books. Even though title Men Coloring Publication shows up on the books cover I was
a little bit dismayed that the countless images don't actually typify as say Men's tools, vehicles,
or perhaps fishing gear!. This book is very aesthetically pleasing... I still like the book and will
continue steadily to color. ) The pages are great in that they don't bleed through with gel . I don't
really see the different between this and another "adult" coloring publication - it does have great
designs and is more intricate than a basic coloring reserve for kids, but, it really is only labeled as
"men's" just due to marketing. I could hear the echoes of teachers from over the classroom
teaching us how to stay within the coloring lines when you color. This is purchased for my hubby
so he could get in on the coloring craze . I was astonished to find common images nearly the
same as every other coloring reserve out now there. There for I'd not say this book is a "Mans"
publication, but certainly a guy could color in it. In fact I took it over for myself :)The pages are
nice in that they don't bleed through with gel pens. You'll find nothing particularly manly about
this coloring book. Paper is thin and you can experience bleed through... There is nothing
particularly manly about this coloring book. It is actually the most gender neutral book I've seen.
Wasn't very impressed! . LADIES SHOULD IT.One would believe a "guy" oriented book could have
man likes or curiosity. I purchased this present for my best friend's husband so he and their girl
could color together.. There is literally nothing even remotely manly concerning this coloring
book I'm so disappointed! Providing as a gift this year. We're happy! Two Stars An excessive
amount of the same. We're very pleased!. Kids think it's funny that daddy has his own coloring
Reserve! I chose this wishing fo intricate designs and patterns to stimulate the mind, I had not
been disappointed. designs are all excellent Really great patterns and variety. There is literally
nothing even remotely manly about this coloring reserve. The pictures are fairly, but it's all
flowers and paisley and swirly things like any other coloring publication. If you're looking for
masculine..they are common images much like every other regular pattern coloring books. Keep
looking What does it have to do with men This is a very generic coloring book comprising quasi-
mandala designs, none which are particularly masculine and some of which are quite feminine. I
was longing for something more mechanical for my 92 year aged, cognitively impaired dad who
retains his knowledge of engineering principles and devices.. OKAY, LADIES WILL LIKE IT.
Decreasing negative element there. It leaves off many of the floral designs that are seen is
usually so many other books and provides more angular styles and designs. Great present to
bond with !i purchased it for most my married sons Comes up short. . manly surprise my
husband was so surprised to get a coloring reserve, but loves it now Men Coloring Book This is a
great inexpensive gift for dads who would like to color with their kids! is certainly nothing at all
that demonstrates the name. There are no "man" photos nor do any of the pictures depict man
items, hobbies, likes, sports, etc. I purchased this present for my finest friend's husband so he
and their girl could color ..
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